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When it comes to getting help
with shooting form you have
three kinds of customers:

those that ask, those that don’t know to
ask and those that don’t want to ask. 

Most of your customers have form
flaws but far too many of them don’t
want to ask for help. Many don’t think
they have any flaws while others don’t
know enough about archery to know
they need improvement. Both of these
groups must be dealt with in a tactful
manor so that they begin asking ques-
tions about form and open the door to
you giving them some help.

The ideal situation, of course, occurs
when the archer comes to you and asks
for help. This person is your best learner
since he already has the motivation to
get better and helping him get better is a
pleasure. However, you have an obliga-
tion to teach him proper techniques so
he shoots well, has success and stays in
archery. 

The form I teach and will pass along
to you in this article is called Core
Archery. It relies on the proper use of
your spine and skeleton to build archery
form that is long-term consistent. Using
the fundamentals of that form system I’ll
give you some tips for correcting some

common form flaws that you see in your
customers. Getting them to listen is up
to you and your
ability to commu-
nicate.

It’s a good idea
to remind your
students and cus-
tomers that building a new habit is not
and overnight fix, it takes time and ener-
gy. So keep encouraging them to prac-
tice.

STANCE
Most archers have a natural stance

that is either a little open or even.
Reviewing the “closed eye” test with
them will quickly determine what is cor-
rect for them with the particular bow
they happen to be shooting. 

If you are coaching a novice you may
want to review the three different stance
positions with them. Having them
assume a “T” position with their heels
together will help them feel the need for
some amount of foot-spread. With their
heels together and eyes closed they will
teeter-totter back and forth until they
spread their feet apart. Have them
experiment with varying spreads to get a
feel for what may stabilize them the best. 
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Next have them assume an even
stance and shoot several shots. Now
have them use the closed-eye test
several times and adjust their lead
foot accordingly. Drawing, aiming
and closing your eyes for a count of
eight seconds completes this test.
When you open your eyes you will
detect left or right drift. 

Left drift across the target face
requires the target-side foot to be
moved right an inch or two while
right drift requires that it is moved
left. Make sure they understand that
they must test their stance regularly
as they will experience form changes
as they learn to shoot.

IMPROPER 
BOWHAND POSITION

Most archers use the word “grip”
when referring to how you should
hold the bow handle and immediate-
ly there’s a problem. Saying the word
“grip” is fine when referring to the
“place” you should hold the bow, but
not for “how” to hold it. A very nega-
tive picture is sent to the new archer
when he hears “grip”. Anyone new to
archery, and plenty of old ones, grab
the bow handle like a baseball bat
(FIG: BOW HANDS), golf club or ten-
nis racket and choke it tightly. Others
stiffly spread their hand and fingers
in a misguided effort to avoid grip-
ping around the bow handle. You’ve
seen both in your shop I’m sure.

The question is “How do you get
them to relax and “place” their hand
in the bow with relaxed fingers?”
Everyone wants to control the bow so
the arrow goes in the middle but
“controlling” by gripping does just
the opposite, and the arrow doesn’t
go in the middle. The more you con-
trol the handle, the less consistent
the bow performs. So what do you
tell them and what can they do to
relax their hand?

Begin teaching bow-hand place-
ment by having your students make a
“stop sign” with their bowhand. Their
bow arm should be extended with
their palm toward the target. Now
turn their hand slightly so their
knuckles are at a 45-degree angle
with the ground. Have them relax
their fingers completely without
dropping their wrist and their hand is
ready to receive the bow. 

Slide a bow into their hand.
Watch for them to tighten their fin-
gers as you do this and remind them
to relax. Their fingers should be
drooping if they are relaxed and their
thumb should be pointing straight
toward the target, not up or down. If
it’s curled up or down, muscles are
tightening in their hand. Relax, relax,
relax is the first order of business.

Only when their hand is relaxed,
can the bow be pulled into it consis-
tently on every draw stroke. When
the string is released, their relaxed
hand will not apply any torque to the
handle so they will attain more con-
sistent bow performance and
improved grouping. In other words,
the bow is free to repeat its power
stroke on every shot.

Serious learners practice at close

T FORM: Start beginners with the tradi-
tional “T” form position with their feet
together and eyes closed. Their unsteadi-
ness will calm as they spread their feet to
hip width. And, they’ll remember that!

OPEN STANCE: Most right-handers use an
open stance as shown. Use the closed eye
test to determine how far open their
stance should be.

BOW HANDS: Most beginners, and many experienced archers, grip the bow as you see
on the left and transfer torque to the bow handle. The more relaxed hand placement on
the right will allow the bow to repeat its performance on every shot.
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range with eyes closed; that’s the best
way to learn relaxed hand-place-
ment. Also, shooting ten shots sever-
al times a day is more effective than
shooting a hundred shots at one
time. Videotape them before and
after so they can check their progress.
Do not use the word “grip” and rec-
ommend that your students don’t
either. Think and talk with new
vocabulary so you create the proper
mental picture to reinforce the new
form technique.

IMPROPER 
RELEASE HAND POSITION

The release hand should also be
relaxed. The fingers should be curled
only at the two knuckles at the end of
the fingers (FIG: STRAIGHT WRIST).
The rear or third set of knuckles
should be straight and relaxed. If
they’re curled, then muscles in the
forearm are being tightened and “over
control” is an issue. Again remember,
control is not the name of the game. 

For the release hand, the goal is
to relax rear knuckles, wrist and fore-
arm. If they’re relaxed, the pulling
force needed to draw the bow string
will straighten the wrist and knuck-
les; they must act as “connectors”
only between the back/shoulder unit

and the first two finger joints. 
Correcting this control habit in a

student is difficult but there’s a sim-
ple way to teach the correct feel. Use
a bucket-with-handle filled with a
few pounds of sand. Your student can
hold the bucket at their side with arm
hanging straight and relaxed. Work
on the relaxed part. No matter if they
shoot recurve/fingers or com-
pound/release they need to relax
their drawing arm and this will teach
them how it feels. 

Finger shooters can practice fur-
ther by “refusing to hold” the bucket
handle. Their fingers should go limp
and the bucket will pull through
them and drop to the floor leaving
their fingers in the curled pre-release
position.  No thrusting motion
should be used in the release because
you can’t do that the same for every
shot.

From the bucket move to having
them use a bow with no sight or tar-
get or have them use their regular
setup with eyes closed. Practice sev-
eral times daily if possible. Release
shooters can practice using their
release and a 27-30 inch nylon rope
loop in place of their bow. Practice at
different times during the day; at
lunch or on break is a great way to

learn this new habit. (It still takes 21
days.)

BENT RELEASE WRIST
During the past few months I’ve

worked with many different archers
who were having release hand/wrist
difficulties. In each case they were
bending their wrist at full draw and
that in turn caused unwanted fore-
arm muscle tension (FIG: BENT
WRIST). Forearm tension inevitably
leads to upper arm tension and
inconsistent left and right misses at
the target.

To eliminate this bending and
get a straight wrist we worked to
reconfigure the release aid thumb
trigger. Putting an extension on the
trigger assisted them in placing it at
the base of their thumb without
bending their wrist. 

This may seem to you as no big
deal but it streamlines the mental
process during the shot by avoiding
the thought about “touching the trig-
ger”. The archer needs only to tighten
all his fingers while tightening his
rhomboid muscles and the release
will squeeze into the thumb and dis-
charge.

Most other release aids will allow
the archer to easily touch the trigger
with a straight wrist. Very little coach-
ing is needed to get archers to
straighten out their wrists. Usually
they just need to be made aware of it.

IMPROPER HEAD POSITION:
An archer shooting with any

amount of head-tilt is working hard-
er than they should be. Your back
muscles work most effectively if your
head is straight over your spine. A
head tilted to see through a peep
sight (FIG: HEAD TILT), touch a kiss-
er button or to touch nose to string
(Short compound bows don’t lend
themselves to this recurve tech-
nique) is easy to spot and a quick dig-
ital picture will show your student

STRAIGHT WRIST: A relaxed, straight
wrist on your release hand will escape
cleanly from behind the arrow when the
bowstring is released. It also allows for the
forearm muscles to be more relaxed.

BENT WRIST: A bent release wrist and
tight grip around the release aid are a
direct result of tightened forearm muscles.
This tightness migrates to the upper arm
and causes inconsistent releases.
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what you’re seeing. 
Set correct head position by

standing erect with your chin level,
then shifting your head 1/8 inch pos-
teriorly or back; don’t tuck your chin
down, keep it level (FIG: CHIN
LEVEL). This rearward shift gets your
head over your spine to ensure that
your back muscles will have maxi-
mum leverage and strength. The final
step is a 70-80 degree head rotation
toward the target. 

Next, the archer must keep his
head in this position during the draw
stroke, aim and release until he sees
the arrow impact the target. Once
head position is set, draw the bow to
it. Moving the head to find the bow-
string and peep is not going to get
you to your “A” game in archery.

Once again, here’s where closed-
eye practice is helpful.  Your student
can set head position and then draw
to it, open their eyes and the peep
should be in front of their eye. This
will take lots of closed-eye practice. 

BOW-SIDE 
SHOULDER POSITION
Most bow shoulder problems

occur before the archer draws the
bow. The tendency of many archers is
to point the bow high into the air and
draw as they lower it to target level.
By this time their shoulder is higher
than it should be, rolled forward or
both. In either case the draw-force of
the bow cannot be resisted without
using arm and shoulder muscles and
therein lies the problem.

Both shoulders must be on the
same level to be most effective.
Raising one higher or lowering one
will promote over muscle use, fatigue
and inconsistency. 

Teach your shooters to raise their
bow after they have leveled their
shoulders. Have them drop their bow
arm to their side, relax it and then
“pick up their wrist” from their
shoulder socket down. Keep fingers
limp, elbow straight and do not raise
the shoulder in any way. Once shoul-
ders are leveled they should not be
raised or lowered. 

Practice in front of a mirror
and/or videotape while learning this
“raise” maneuver. Also encourage
rolling the shoulder forward and set-
ting it back and down to the shooting
position so they learn to feel the right
position. When they practice with a
bow in their hand they will be able to
reproduce that position and feel it
correctly.

Next, put the bow into the raising
routine. Be sure that they keep the
shoulder in the down position.
Remind them that in that position
the draw-force of the bow is resisted
through the lined-up bone structure
of their arm, which allows their arm
muscles to relax and avoid fatigue.
Get as much free support from your
arm bones as you do from your leg
bones as they line-up all day to keep
your butt off the floor!

IMPROPER DRAW 
SHOULDER HEIGHT

As is the case with the bow shoul-
der, the draw shoulder gets either
dropped or elevated before or during
the draw stroke. Once out of position
it’s hard to put in place while your
archer/student is at full draw. He or
she needs to get it right before draw-
ing and then keep it there. 

Both shoulders should be at the
same level as mentioned earlier.
Once this level is set, the bow should
be raised to the target level and
drawn without shoulder height
changing. That means the bow
should be drawn with the drawing
forearm in-line with the arrow. Once
full draw position has been reached
the drawing elbow can be held level
or raised slightly depending on
which works best for the given shoot-
er. A lowered elbow is not recom-
mended as it lessens the leverage you
get from back muscles.

Quite often archers are drawing
far too much weight and can’t exe-
cute the draw stroke with good form.
An archer’s top priority is to learn
good form first then work on arrow
speed so insist on a lower draw
weight if necessary. The old adage “a
fast miss is still a miss” always applies
to this situation. All the speed in the
world won’t help you if you’re miss-
ing left or right because of poor form. 

Practicing the raise, draw and
setting full-draw-position can be
done with no bow at all, a light draw
weight recurve or a lightweight com-
pound. When your student gets it
right then they can move to a higher

HEAD TILT: Tilting your chin down as many do to touch their nose
to the string or to find a kisser button reduces the strength and
leverage from your back muscles. Longer Recurve bows are more
conducive to touching nose-to-string.

CHIN LEVEL: Keeping your chin level during the draw, aim and
release optimizes the strength and leverage you get from your
rhomboid muscles. Good posture, a peep sight and front sight are
all that you need for aiming a bow.
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weight bow. Do lots of video during
the process if you can to provide
instant and real feedback to the stu-
dent.

DRAW ELBOW
An archer’s draw-side elbow is

highly visible and when it’s not prop-
erly positioned it sticks out like a
sore thumb. Getting it right is impor-
tant so the shot is executed with
maximum efficiency. When it’s
wrong your students are not getting
a synchronized effort from their
back muscles and their release tech-
nique is adversely affecting the
arrow.

Look for three things when
examining the elbow: too high, too
low or not rotated behind and in line
with the arrow. In either case the
scapula and the rhomboids muscles
that connect to it won’t have their
best leverage. 

When the elbow is too high, the
archer’s forearm can’t align with the
arrow, as it should. The super high
elbow pulls the scapula away from
the spine, which is exactly the oppo-
site of what the rhomboids must do
to execute back tension. It needs to
be held at shoulder level or slightly
above level to afford the rhomboids

their best lever-
age.

A drawing
elbow that is
below shoulder
level pushes the
scapula closer
to the spine.
This leaves little
or no space for
the scapula to
move toward
the spine when
the rhomboids
are contracted.
Therefore, your
student will use
their arms to
make the shot
and that’s inconsistent at best.

Many archers concentrate so
much on an ”anchor point” on the
side of their face that they lose touch
or never know that they should be
focusing primarily on their scapula
position. When this anchor point is
too far forward on their face or jaw,
they don’t get their draw-side elbow
rotated far enough around to align
their forearm directly behind the
arrow. 

Usually this archer must forget
the touch point on their chin or jaw

and draw the
string along the
side of their face.
This positions
their elbow
behind the arrow
shaft and assists
in maintaining
proper head
position.

DRAWING
THE BOW

A r c h e r s
shooting too
much draw
weight and those
that just never

learned proper technique draw the
bow with their arms. You see many of
them raising the bow high and draw-
ing on the down stroke. To do it
properly you should draw with both
arms on the same level and the bow
pointed just above the target center.
To assist these archers with drawing
the bow you can teach them to rotate
their hips several degrees toward the
target as they raise the bow. Next,
they need to tighten torso muscles
so their top is joined to their bottom.
Then, as they draw their bow they
can rotate their hips back to their
stance position and use their whole
upper body to assist the draw. This
technique also helps establish mus-
cle control in the back and not in
their arms.

Other archers start with their
bow much lower than target level
when they draw. Here their drawing
shoulder ends up higher than their
bow shoulder. This may lead them to
tilting their body or thrusting their
hips either toward or away from the
target. Instruct them using the same
strategy as outlined above stressing
that before they draw their shoulders
must be level, or on a line to the tar-
get, and must remain at that level for

SHOULDERS LEVEL: Keeping both shoulders level during the raise,
draw and aim are extremely important for long-term consistency.

DRAW LEVEL: Drawing the bow with level or at the level of the tar-
get helps prevent a raised bow shoulder as seen here. The drawing
forearm should be an extension of the arrow during the draw.
Raise the elbow only after reaching full draw position.
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the duration of the shot. They must
learn to use more of their body to do
the work on the draw stroke.

VISUAL TARGET 
ACQUISITION

Many archers tell me they have
trouble shooting the three-spot tar-
get because they can’t find the right
spot when they get to full draw. This
is an indication that they are not
locking onto the spot early in their
form sequence and need to do so.
Another possibility is they are not
maintaining visual lock-on once they
do establish it. 

Before raising the bow I turn my
head to the target and visually
acquire the spot, gold or x-ring. My
body posture then organizes around
that line of sight and I never look
elsewhere until after the arrow
impacts the target. This is not easy to
learn but it’s necessary. Just ask the
golfer how important it is to keep
your eye on the ball, his target, all the
way through the swing. 

Many archers, myself included,
want to look at the sight just as they
get to full draw. When they do they
are no longer looking at the x-ring
and have to then reacquire it with the
sight. Somewhere in there you can
get on the wrong spot and make a
good shot score a zero. 

Training to focus on the x-ring
and bring the sight into your line of
focus takes time. That’s the best hope
you have for getting lined up on the
correct spot and maintaining body
alignment toward that spot.
Obviously you must have good body
position to make this happen and
without a coach you may not ever get
it right. 

Watch student’s eyes as they
draw and you can detect a change of
focus. Now you can help them avoid
it and maintain focus on the target
middle. Have them practice without
a sight pin or scope at ten yards. They
can learn to slide the peep into their
view first and later introduce the
scope or pin.

CONCLUSION
Of all the form flaws that you see

the most important one would be the
bow hand position. Why? That’s the

form element that occurs very early
in the form sequence and has the
most effect on arrow groups. A bad
bow hand placement will apply
torque to every shot so fix it first. Your
students will see immediate results
when they get the bow hand correct
and you can gain their confidence
with hopes of making more changes
later.

Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry Wise

Editor's Note: Larry Wise's latest
book, "Core Archery" details correct
form in a step-by-step format,
defines back tension and how to exe-
cute it, and presents a plan for the
high performance mental game. It is
available from Larry for $11.95 + $2
postage though his web site
wwww.larrywise.com, or by phone at
1-877-Go4-XXXs. It is also available
from the publisher, Target
Communications, 7626 W. Donges
Bay Road, Mequon, WI 53079.

Circle 188 on Response Card
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